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Travel extraordinary
and experience untouched beaches on Bazaruto and 
Benguerra, Mozambique, or visit Africa’s wildlife in Chobe, 
Botswana or the Sabi Sands, South Africa.

flyairlink.com      @fly_airlink      Fly Airlink

flyairlink.com

Explore southern Africa from Cape Town
As a full-service, premium airline oering more flight choices and destinations within southern 

Africa, Airlink gives you the freedom to connect to 9 domestic and 5 regional destinations 

from the Mother City, Cape Town. Enjoy our renowned hospitality while flying for business 

or leisure.

Whether you are travelling to Victoria Falls to experience the majestic Zambezi River, 

Windhoek or Walvis Bay for business, or Hoedspruit for a safari getaway, connect with us. 

Choose Airlink for an eortless travel experience across southern Africa.
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Life's about 
making memories...  

Namibia by Legacy

Book YOUR unique experience with us!

Book Now
Phone: +264 (0) 61 205 5911  |  Fax: +264 (0) 61 205 5205 

Email: windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za

Applicable to SADC residents only. T’s and c’s apply

Book Now.
Phone: +264 (0) 64 410 5200  |  Fax: +264 (0) 64 410 5360/1 

Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za

Namib desert, Swakopmund

www.LegacyHotels.com www.LegacyLifestyle.co.za

LH&R The Flamingo (Air Namibia) Magazine 210x297 FINAL V2.indd   2 2018/09/18   10:56
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NAKARA SWAKOPMUND
The Arcade
Tel/Fax : +264 64 405 907

NAKARA SHOP WINDHOEK
Independence Ave 131 
Gustav Voigts centre
Tel: +264 61 224 209

NAKARA FACTORY WINDHOEK
3 Solingen Street 
Northern Industrial
Tel/Fax + 264 61 429 100
E: Mail info@nakara.na

Exc l u s i v e  L ea t he r
www.nakara-namibia.com
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A love leAer
to Namibia

Viewers are whisked away in awe as this poetic tribute to Namibia 
allows them to travel to its core – pure and untouched. It speaks 

of hope, peace, love and fulfillment. This country of absolute 
wonder and endless space can be summed up in one word – home.

Namibians online
Namibian vlogging

Travel and lifestyle vlogger Ndapewoshali Nanghala, or ‘Woven’ on 
Instagram, is a keen Namibian vlogger who loves The Desert Grace 

and Desert Whisper. However, she introduces more than just the 
travel bubble by also vlogging about home, which to her is a 

village in rural Namibia. Her advice is to start with what you have. 

What’s in a name?
Namibia’s definition

It is only after you’ve set foot in the vast expanses of Namibia that 
you’ll grasp the concept of our “wide, open spaces”. After all, 
Namibia’s definition is “vast place”. This vastness beckons the 

thirsty explorer to experience a place so di�erent from any other, 
yet so marvelously diverse.

An oasis
in the truest sense of the word

After a long, winding road through the arid Kaokoland, the 
Omarunga Epupa-Falls Camp awaits behind a small hill, dreamily 
surrounded by Makalani palms, bushes and grass. Visitors are in 

for a treat when it comes to activities, including an encounter with 
the world’s last semi-nomadic culture – the Himba. 

Local is leFer
Shilongo Leather Works

Shilongo Leather Works is a proudly Namibian-owned company 
founded in 1986 by husband and wife duo Mr and Mrs Shilongo. 

From its humble beginnings, the leather business has grown into a 
successful company that has branched out to di�erent cities. Due 
to the high customer demand for diversity, the company incorpo-

rates a large variety of leather products.
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And so we celebrate 2022 laps around the sun since the birth of 
Christ…

Traditionally this is the time of the year where we wish each other 
all the beautiful and bountiful things life has on the menu. We 
wish each other good luck, good health, good fortune, good 
journeys, good studies, good business, good harvests … and a 
myriad of positive and uplifting things.

“We become co-creators...”

By wishing someone something with sincerety we are, from 
a quantum physics perspective, participating in the creative 
process. We become co-creators in all that we wish for and hold in 
our minds. This is not Doom-spraying, TV evangelist prophecy – its 
proven, documented quantum physics, and has been accepted 
by every reputable scienti� c body and paper internationally. Our 
earliest understanding of this phenomena is prayer. In praying, we 
are guided to hold in our minds the very outcome we are asking 
for, and we are taught to believe in it as if it has already manifested. 
From a non-religious perspective, Einstein is credited quoting:

“Everything in Life is Vibration.”

As Life is energy, and as energy perpetually vibrates, it stands to 
reason that Life is Vibration – regardless if the vibration is low and 
slow, or vigorous and bountiful.

Then comes the exciting part. Einstein also said the following:

“Everything is energy, and that is all there is to it. Match the 
frequency of the reality you want, and you cannot help but to 
get that reality. It can be no other way. This is not philosophy. 
This is physics.”

It has been said that creation and the creative process becomes 
so much more probable and certain if we � rmly believe in the 
outcome for which we hope. There are, admittedly, ways to 
confuse this process from a quantum physical perspective – if 
we are unclear about the precise outcome we wish for, or when 
we ask for something, but at the same time doubt it, or when we 
acknowledge the negative or lack of the very outcome that we 
desire. From one perspective it is complex, and from another it is 
remarkably simple.

“Thoughts become things…”

We are taught that this bedrock, or route source of everything 
– energy – is contagious and magnetic. Positivity attracts more 
abundance, and negativity attracts more doom. Places where 
there is no hope are amongst the most sad and depressing on 
earth – because of the contaminating feeling of destitution. 
Thoughts become things, that is the creative process. But it works 
both ways. And we are in control of the process - for good or ill…

Friends, we wish you all a very special and blessed 2022. We 
wish on you the courage to withstand contaminating negative 
thoughts and feelings – and the strength to be the change and 
positivity that you wish to see in this world that we call home. 

Godspeed,

The Michelangelo Team

Editor's Note
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One handbag might not change the world, but the women who wear them can.

M Y E I S H A

M Y E I S H A

MYEISHA LEATHER PRODUCTS
www.myeishanamibia.com

Facebook: myeishaNAMIBIA
Instagram: myeisha_namibia

#myeishanamibia
#namibianbohochic

MYEISHA Workshop & Shop:
Meet artisans at work

1 Groot Tiras Street, Eros
Windhoek | Namibia

Monday – Friday: 07:30 – 16:30
info@myeishanamibia.com
sales@myeishanamibia.com

Tel: +264 (0)81 145 6729

Hilton in Windhoek
Exclusive shopping
Mezzanine Floor

Corner of Rev. Michael Scott Street 
& Sam Nujoma Drive

Mon – Fri: 07:30 – 10:30
Sat: 09:00 – 11:00

Tel: +264 (0)81 145 6729

WINDHOEK

Namibia Art & Craft Market 
Windhoek

40 Tal Street, Windhoek
Mon – Fri: 09:00 – 17:30

Sat: 09:00 – 16:00
Sun & Public Holidays:

09:00 – 13:30
Tel: +264 (0)81 145 6729
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bonus of being out there in nature with scenery, sunrises and 
sunsets to flood you with joy!
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26 Gondwana Travel Centre
When it comes to travelling Namibia, it is easy, safe and when 
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visit wild places, and even make a diff erence to the planet
48 Kanaan Desert Retreat
Pitch dark night skies and never-ending panoramas in the remote 
Karas region of Namibia – that’s Kanaan Desert Retreat
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From miniatures to life-size sculptures, Cristina Salvoldi’s distinctive 
work is found and prized in prominent places in South Africa and 
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The Collection off ers readers inspiration, true value, sheer luxury 
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ON THE COVER:
Musgrave Copper

Simone Musgrave scooped Michelangelo’s 
‘Most Innovative Product’ Trophy for her 
Musgrave Copper Black Honey, while her 
Musgrave Copper Vanilla took home a 
Gold Meda

(See pages 32 - 35 for the fu ll stoy)

CONTACT:
www.musgravespirits.com
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Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | ZANNIER HOTELS SONOP 

It’s a retreat, a luxury escape, sensational time out spent somewhere extraordinary

Zannier Hotels 
Sonop
Edited by Anne Schauff er
Photographs  supplied
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The life span of a taste bud is ten days.

Nestled on the southern edge of the Namibian Desert in the Karas 
region, only two hours from the red dunes of Sossusvlei, Zannier 
Hotels Sonop luxurious tented camp sits on top of extraordinary 

boulders. Ten lavish tents off er guests a taste of living in complete isolation, 
immersed in the surrounding landscape but still languishing in bespoke 
high-end luxury. 

 Arriving by plane in Windhoek, travellers can either hop on another jet 
to Zannier Hotels Sonop (soaring over the Namibian desert landscapes, to 
land 80 minutes later at the lodge) or opt for a road trip (5 to 6 hours by 
4x4 jeep) to get to this retreat. Enormous piles of granite rocks spread over 
the desert by volcanic eruptions – polished and hollowed out by millions of 
years of wind and rain – are typical of the local geography. It is at the foot 
of one of those majestic rock formations that guests will discover the solar 
powered camp built on wooden promontories.

The tents face out over the spectacular landscapes. In an oval 
formation, built on sturdy elevated wooden decks covered by elegant 
tent canvas, they off er a high degree of comfort. Everything is impeccably 
planned down to the smallest detail, including wifi  and air-conditioning to 
make guests feel at home right in the middle of the Namib desert.

Here, solitude can be enjoyed in the lap of luxury. The carefu lly selected, 
lavish fu rniture guarantees a unique atmosphere in every room. The tent-
cloth covering off ers several roll-up canvas openings so that in all directions 
one can enjoy the spectacular view of the desert and dunes stretching into 
the distance. Every room focusses on the richness of the desert, providing 
awe-inspiring views that underline the unique character of the location. 

Sitting in their tent, gazing into the distance, guests feel the spirit of 
adventurers of yore. Zannier Hotels Sonop’s identity is inextricably wound 
up in the numerous prompts to one’s imagination. 
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The comfort and beauty of the setting extend into every facet of the 
lodge: from unique and luxurious carpets to the bathroom equipped with a 
large bathtub – very British in the design – that comes with a rain shower. 
Outside, the terrace surrounds the tent off ering a magnifi cent view over 
the desert.

The common areas can be found in the centre of the camp. There is an 
elegant dining space, serving an à-la-carte breakfast from 7am until 11am 
and from noon off ering light dishes to share. At night, a gala dinner is served 
in another area carefu lly kept secret from curious observers. The goal is 
simple: surprise and delight for all guests.

Zannier Hotels Sonop also has a spectacular free-form heated outdoor 
infi nity pool with unimpeded desert views. Reminiscent of more traditional 
construction and integrating elegance with nature against the backdrop of 
this vast open landscape, the spa building consists of two double treatment 
rooms, a gym and relaxation centre. Yoga sessions are a regular feature. 

And what to do at Zannier Hotels Sonop? For those who wish to explore 
and discover yet more, the lodge sits on 5,600 hectares, off ering a wide array 
of extraordinary excursions. Hikers can take an excursion on foot to enjoy the 
breathtaking landscape by sunset or sunrise from several viewpoints in the 
hills. The property also has a stable with horses to take out on excursions and 

Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | ZANNIER HOTELS SONOP 
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CONTACT:
www.zannierhotels.com/sonop

It takes about 20 seconds for a red blood cell to circle the whole body.

bicycle lovers can set off  on the electric mountain bikes, off ering a more wide-
ranging but nevertheless environmentally respectfu l outing. 

But whatever your means of transport, the appearance of desert 
animals such as the oryx, brown hyenas, rabbits, bat-eared foxes, ground 
squirrels, meerkats, jackals, kudus and even leopards, will be part of your 
journey of discovery through the Namib Desert. And if that is not enough 
to leave you speechless and fu ll of unforgettable memories, you can opt to 
take a hot-air balloon ride followed by a Champagne breakfast, or maybe 
a romantic candle-lit dinner in the dunes, or a classic fi lm at the open-air 
cinema under a canopy of a million stars. 

At Zannier Hotels Sonop, from the ground up, they’ve worked 
extremely hard to be eco-friendly. They don’t claim to be fu lly eco-friendly, 
but for them, sustainability (especially in the middle of the desert where 
resources are very much limited) is not a choice - it is a necessity. The 
lodge, activities, materials, heating, cooling, waste, you name it, has been 
conceived with ecological considerations in mind, to leave the most positive 
environmental footprint possible. It’s an enormously positive and uplift ing 
story of what can be done. 

Zannier Hotels Sonop – indescribably beautifu l…the venue, the 
location and the experience. 
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GET LIFE INSURANCE 
THAT’S A PERFECT 
FIT FOR YOU

DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (Namibia) Limited.

We know that no two people are the same. That’s why we tailor-make 
life insurance that is just for you, where you only pay for what you need and 
what you can afford. So whether you need a single tax-free amount starting 
from N$100 000, or a monthly payment starting from N$3 000 when you 
pass away, the time is now to get life insurance that’s right for you.
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Droombos is an “out-there” experience situated less than 5 minutes drive from 
Windhoek, the Capital of Namibia. Nestled amongst five-hundred-year-old Camel Thorn 
trees you will find breathtaking examples of rammed earth structures that house not only 

luxurious accommodation but also an intimate lounge, library and conference venue.

Our venues are ideal for groups ranging in size from 6 to 400 delegates or guests in 
bespoke settings to suit individual requirements or tastes.

Droombos Estate is unique in that it not only provides accommodation and venues but 
also offers a host of activities that are tailored to any group’s specific requirements. These 
include professionally hosted team-building exercises, e-mountain biking, game drives, 

abseiling and nature hikes.

Our friendly staff will take care of all your arrangements, including travel, accommodation, 
décor, catering and even Covid testing to ensure a pleasant one-stop experience. 

Droombos Estate is situated 30 km from Hosea Kutako International Airport.

Call us for a unique Namibian out-there Experience.

Droombos.com.na, Vineyard.com.na | +264 83 288 8352 | info@droombos.com.na |
22°35’22”S  17°08’29”E  Windhoek, Namibia

Magnificent Venues within a "Garden of Eden"
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Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | ADVENTURE RAFTING

Solo, couple, family or friends…this is the best fu n ever, with the bonus of being out there in 
nature with scenery, sunrises and sunsets to flood you with joy!

River Rafting - 
On Your Bucket 
List?

Edited by Anne Schauff er
Photographs  supplied
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Terence Macadam is the owner of Adventure Raft ing, and 
together with his river guide Sean Caddick, he runs fi ve-day 
long trips on a 60 kilometre section of the Orange River known 

quaintly as Thunder Alley. The stretch lies between Hopetown and 
Douglas on the Orange River. He’s also currently in the planning stage 
of trips through the Richtersveld on the border between Southern 
Namibia and South Africa.

 Terence uses comfortable, stable two-man inflatables called 
'Crocs (no relation to the shoes), made by Ark Inflatables in Cape 
Town. His groups range between four and eight people, so it’s a truly 
manageable and sociable number – even intimate. 

For Terence, the region through which you raft  is exquisite: “The 
Orange River is a magical place coursing through the most rugged parts 
of this beautifu l country. This trip allows you to forget about technology 
and the daily grind of our busy lives, and lets you relax completely while 
enjoying the beautifu l scenery, sensational sunsets, cooling waters 
and exhilarating rapids.” He describes the terrain: “The Orange flows 
through rugged, barren African scrub and bush land in the Northern 
Cape. There are plenty of 'koppies' with ample game around. Thunder 
Alley flows through a lava gorge with black dolerite dyke cliff s where 

the river narrows, making plenty of fast-flowing channels and some 
exciting grade 1 - 3 rapids.”

Rapids? He’s not talking plunging waterfalls here, but although 
participants don’t need to be Comrades Marathon fi t, to paddle and 
truly enjoy yourself with a little breath to spare, a fair measure of 
fi tness is advised. Terence is very focussed on safety – ‘safety fi rst, 
safety always, no compromise’ is his slogan: “We expect our clients to 
have the time of their lives, but always to remember they’re in a natural  
environment where wild animals, snakes, spiders, scorpions do occur 
so they need to be aware, carefu l and responsible,” he states factually.  

Adventure Raft ing has a clear itinerary, so everybody knows 
precisely what, where, how – the surprises are all on the river. Terence 
maps it out: “The fi rst and last nights are spent at Witfontein Game 
Lodge – it’s 50 km north of Hopetown towards Douglas on the R385. 
Here clients have the option to camp or, at an additional cost, upgrade 
to one of the lovely rooms available. On day one, we meet and greet 
at Witfontein, and the next day, we shuttle to our 'put in ' point at 
Hopetown where we spend two nights/three days on the river - we 
'take out ' again at Witfontein at lunch time on day four. Aft er breakfast 
on day fi ve, everyone departs for home.” 

“If you think adventure is dangerous, try routine, it’s lethal.” – Paulo Coehlo
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CONTACT: 
079 978 5505; terencemac13gmail.com; info@adventurera� ing.co.za

On the river, guests camp in tents, and Terence supplies it all: 
“I supply practically ALL camping equipment, that is ground sheets, 
tents, inflatable mattresses, head lamps, crockery and cutlery. Clients 
need only bring a sleeping bag, snacks, drinks and 6l of water (we 
carry 20l of purifi ed water just in case). Sean and I help wherever we 
can to set up tents and assist clients. 

What about that all-important food ingredient? “All meals are 
prepared fresh in the most hygienic way possible on the river by myself 
and Sean. We cater for all palates and clients notify  me prior to the trip 
of any dietary requirements.”

A trip down the river is a really great bonding experience for young 
and old alike – if it’s a family, it’s away from distractions, and a superb 
opportunity to reconnect through a medium other than Whatsapp! 
Sean sees young people enjoying the thrill of the rapids, while older 
guests tend to enjoy everything from the scenery to the wildlife…which, 
he adds, “is plentifu l. Lots of game species, fi sh eagles and fabulous 
bird life.” It’s a trip unlike any other – outdoors, laughter, nature, young 
and old, all on an equal footing. 

A trip will cost around R5 000 per person, including all meals, 
accommodation and more.  

“I crossed a time zone and I feel younger already. If I keep traveling west, I can 
become immortal.” – Jarod Kintz
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There are two new electric bike brands in South Africa. The Yima Standup E-Bike and 
the award winning European Silence Scooter

Green, Clean
and a Dream

Michelangelo | CONSERVATION & TOURISM | THE YIMA STANDUP E-BIKE & THE SILENCE ELECTRIC SCOOTER

Edited by Anne Schauff er
Photographs HeniZ Creative Studio

– The Yima Standup E-Bike
& The Silence Electric Scooter
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YIMA
The rugged, yet contemporary-cool new YIMA Standup 

e-bike is now available in South Africa. In a rapidly changing 
world, there’s so much to love about this versatile e-bike which 
packs way more punches than others.

Sure, its supercool and slightly retro look is captivating for personal 
use, but listen to this. It’s able to be transformed from a people transporter 
to a load carrier to a delivery vehicle, or even add a seat for ease of riding. 
It’s ideal for wine farm tours, guest attractions or wine farm picnics.

The Yima requires near-zero maintenance with only regular tyre and 
brake pad replacement, and lubrication when required. Fit a removable, 
additional battery as an optional extra to double the travel range. The 
Yima Stadup e-bike can carry loads of up to 200 kg - this means a 
substantial payload for carrying goods, in addition to the rider’s weight.

The Yima has a top speed of 40 km/h, and off ers fi ve speed settings 
for maximum control. Cutting the power supply, fu rthermore, stops the 
e-bike within seconds from a high speed - the powerfu l waterproof 
hydraulic disk brakes at front and rear are highly effi  cient. Large diameter 
wheels, together with a low centre of gravity and a well-confi gured frame 
and rake-and-trail geometry, provide for safe and reassuring handling, 
and a comfortable ride.

Users can expect a range of up to 35 km (one battery) and 70 km 
(two batteries) with a fu lly-charged battery. 

And hey, no driver’s licence or vehicle registration needed. The same 
laws that govern bicycles and e-bikes are applicable.

Magnitude 12 earthquake would split the Earth in half.

CONTACT
YIMA shop at the Shop 6B, Woodmill Lifestyle Centre, Vredenburg Rd, 
Devonvallei, Stellenbosch, 7600; yima.co.za | Tel: 021 180-3664
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SILENCE Electric Scooters
Targeted at urban commuting and everyday journeys, the 

Silence S01 Urban electric scooters are “The Commuters”. 
The electric equivalent of a 125cc scooter or motorbike, they 
are engineered for town and city, with zippy performance and 
exceptional carry-on space.

 The business-focused Silence S02  electric scooters are “The 
Professionals” - the ideal fu lly electric tools for door-to-door 
delivery services and urban business use. 

 Silence™ – with its headquarters, development and 
manufacturing facilities in Barcelona, Spain – is Europe’s leading 
manufacturer of electric scooters. It boasts its own in-house research, 
design and development facilities, and is the only Spanish company 
that, in addition to manufacturing vehicles, also manufactures its own 
innovative battery packs - the batteries retain 97% of their capacity aft er 
being used for 150 000 km! A fu ll charge from 0 to 100% takes between 
two to four hours (depending on the charger). 

It’s the fu ture, right here and now. 

Silence (South Africa) is the fi rst in the SA market with a proven 
product from a reputable and globally recognised European manufacturer 
of electric scooters. And the service back-up support is superb. Silence 
(South Africa) is owned and managed by Deon Engelbrecht and Brett 
Levine, seasoned businessmen with a track record of successfu l past 
and current business ventures. Brett’s qualifi cation as an electrical 
engineer, fu rthermore, brings a defi nite know-how to the technical side 
of the Silence (South Africa) operation. Brett adds, “Our transport 
solution is also geared to open up new business opportunities for small 
business and individual entrepreneurs alike who want to enter the 
electric scooter market in South Africa, and to help them build capacity in 
doing so. We are closely tied to other players in the green industry, and 
able to connect start-ups and businesses wanting to expand into the 
fi eld of green transportation with appropriate fi nancial services 
providers.” 

On Earth, all tectonic plates are shift ing, but Australia’s is moving so quickly that 
it requires updates to maps and GPS systems fairly regularly.

CONTACT
Silence SA shop at the Shop 6B, Woodmill Lifestyle Centre, Vredenburg Rd, 
Devonvallei, Stellenbosch, 7600; silencesa.co.za | 021 180-3664
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GONDWANA
TRAVEL
CENTRE

When it comes to travelling Namibia, it is easy, safe and when travelling through 
this country with the Gondwana Travel Centre as the guide, it is hassle free and 

unforgettable too.
Text: Jescey Bekker | Photos: Sara Rossetto, Anna Heupel, Gina Jeanz | Layout: Marlene Or�er
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Beyond the booking process made easy – their 

talented and knowledgeable consultants can 

advise and build a tailor-made tour as per 

specific needs. Alternatively, set tours are also 

available for bookings. Both in groups, private 

or guided. 

With the new world that followed the arrival of 

COVID-19, and the changes that occurred in 

the style of travelling, it is fundamental to cater 

to the needs of the traveller. And of course, 

maintain the integrity of the product. 

A few of Gondwana Travel Centre’s enjoyed 

products include:

GO BIG – see the major sights of Namibia in 

this experience, including the Fish River 

Canyon, Sossusvlei and Etosha. This tour is 

available both as a self-drive adventure or a 

guided tour. 

10-DAY NAMIBIAN HIGHLIGHTS TOUR –
prefer to sit back and be chauffeured across 

Namibia, while meeting new people? Then this 

is the ideal package for consideration. 

This was the original identity of Gondwana 

Collection Namibia, from 1996 until 2015. 

Throughout the year of 2015, the brand 

received a revamp, and the Travel Centre was 

put on a trophy shelf in the Gondwana 

Archives. And then, Gondwana grew. 

Namibia2Go became part of the family, and 

soon thereafter the Cardboard Box Travel Shop 

joined the team. And then… COVID-19 

happened.

While for the most part, COVID-19 caused 

havoc across the globe and the tourism 

industry – among others – was hard hit by the 

consequences of the pandemic. That said, it 

also provided a unique experience for 

Gondwana Collection Namibia to revisit its 

customer engagement and processes. One such 

reconsideration led to a visit in the brand’s 

archives, and the Gondwana Travel Centre was 

dusted off, polished to a sparkly-shine, and 

reintroduced to the world. This time, as a 

Travel Agent and Destination Management 

professional.

The Gondwana Travel Centre is uniquely 

positioned to offer a comprehensive travel 

solution. Name it… transport, accommodation, 

activities and support in guests’ travels across 

Namibia. Accommodation is also not limited to 

Gondwana properties alone, nope – the Travel 

Centre can book any lodge or hotel their 

guests’ request. 
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Beyond the booking process made easy – their 

talented and knowledgeable consultants can 

advise and build a tailor-made tour as per 

specific needs. Alternatively, set tours are also 

available for bookings. Both in groups, private 

or guided. 

With the new world that followed the arrival of 

COVID-19, and the changes that occurred in 

the style of travelling, it is fundamental to cater 

to the needs of the traveller. And of course, 

maintain the integrity of the product. 

A few of Gondwana Travel Centre’s enjoyed 

products include:

GO BIG – see the major sights of Namibia in 

this experience, including the Fish River 

Canyon, Sossusvlei and Etosha. This tour is 

available both as a self-drive adventure or a 

guided tour. 

10-DAY NAMIBIAN HIGHLIGHTS TOUR –
prefer to sit back and be chauffeured across 

Namibia, while meeting new people? Then this 

is the ideal package for consideration. 

This was the original identity of Gondwana 

Collection Namibia, from 1996 until 2015. 

Throughout the year of 2015, the brand 

received a revamp, and the Travel Centre was 

put on a trophy shelf in the Gondwana 

Archives. And then, Gondwana grew. 

Namibia2Go became part of the family, and 

soon thereafter the Cardboard Box Travel Shop 

joined the team. And then… COVID-19 

happened.

While for the most part, COVID-19 caused 

havoc across the globe and the tourism 

industry – among others – was hard hit by the 

consequences of the pandemic. That said, it 

also provided a unique experience for 

Gondwana Collection Namibia to revisit its 

customer engagement and processes. One such 

reconsideration led to a visit in the brand’s 

archives, and the Gondwana Travel Centre was 

dusted off, polished to a sparkly-shine, and 

reintroduced to the world. This time, as a 

Travel Agent and Destination Management 

professional.

The Gondwana Travel Centre is uniquely 

positioned to offer a comprehensive travel 

solution. Name it… transport, accommodation, 

activities and support in guests’ travels across 

Namibia. Accommodation is also not limited to 

Gondwana properties alone, nope – the Travel 

Centre can book any lodge or hotel their 

guests’ request. 
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For more information, please contact the Forex desk:
+264 61 299 8668 | forexdesk@fnbnamibia.com.naFirst National Bank of Namibia Limited, Reg. No. 2002/0180.

Open a Global 
Account to Save 
and Transact in 
$, € and £

The FNB Currency Card is linked to your Global Account, allowing 
you to invest and transact in three foreign currencies.

So if you’re travelling, you don’t need to carry foreign currency. You also 
don’t need to transfer foreign currency into your Debit or Credit Card.
You can simply swipe for purchases or withdraw  cash at foreign ATMS.
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Words by  Mari de Klerk 
Illustration by   Freepik.com

Being 
broken
Let’s start this year by being real
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To share more of these ideas and get your 
feedback, I would enjoy hearing from you: 
mari@greatbrandsmedia.com

“Come!” says Life, “come 
journey further with me. Let me 
show you the fl owers and trees. 

My miracles are hiding in the 
woods.”

It’s good to know there is a good place beyond the rainbow, and it 
is good to dream of a lighter, wholer place. No dreams = no hope.

But, what does it feel/look/sound like to be in this place where a 
diff erent way of being is one’s dream? 

It’s like living in quicksand. From the outside, before we understand 
the danger, it looks like all other sand. We go about our Life’s journey 
barefoot, loving the soft  cool moss under our soles; other times we 
might encounter a thorn or two, or rocky patches or even puddles of 
water left  by the rain as a gift  to ease our thirst. 

From afar, the soft , white sand seems like just another natural, good 
experience to walk across. And why wouldn’t we? It is only natural for us, 
as we have the desire to know many diff erent surfaces - the skin on the 
soles of our feet was created so brilliantly that we are able to know Life 
and where we are in Life, through that small layer of skin that treads and 
connects us to the earth. 

The variety of surfaces we encounter sounds diff erent under our 
weight. Some sounds are harsher, some soft er, some fu nny and others 
comforting. We see colours, contours, density, edges, debris, solidity 
and sometimes fluidity. What we encounter through our senses, in 
various combinations, leaves imprints on our souls. We store our 
encounters uniquely, and use our memory bank as a map so we can 
know and understand where we are and what to expect. What a brilliant 
mechanism these bodies of ours are!

The soft  white sand….mostly wet, soft , cool, still. Just the place my 
tired, aching feet need to rest for a while. This surface feels perfect. 

My heart leaps with joy and bursts with gratitude for I can fi nally rest 
easy for a while. 

I start off  on top, only my soles touching. Only a small part of me is 
connected to this experience. The cool water and sand is reaching up, 
ever so slowly and gently, off ering more rest. It feels good. I don’t have 
to move yet. I can still rest. The sand creeps higher and higher, reaching 
my knees; a good thing I think, because it steadies me and takes some 
weight off  my shoulders. The water is right there.

“Come!” says Life, “come journey fu rther with me. Let me show you 
the flowers and trees. My miracles are hiding in the woods.” 

“I’m coming! I hear the fairies singing and where the fi reflies festively 
share their gift s. I hear the birds and the rustling of leaves where animals 
move. I’m coming!”

In my mind I’m already there. 
Why isn’t my body moving? Why is water lapping at my waist? No, 

no, no, this was my place of rest, now it’s my prison. 
“Life! Help! I can’t move.” “Slowly, my child. The more you fi ght, 

the deeper you go. Breathe. Allow your natural buoyancy to work. Your 
work is done. Take a few deep breaths and focus on the woods. Breathe. 
Breathe. That’s it. Each calm breath lift s you. See, the water is receding, 
but actually, you are rising. Your breath is lift ing you, not your fi ght, so 
breathe, breathe.”

“That’s it! You were never really broken and stuck, your fi ghting and 
resistance made you sink deeper. Life is about moving. When we stop, 
we sink, but when we keep moving, we are Alive.” 
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Musgrave Copper 

Simone Musgrave scooped Michelangelo’s ‘Most Innovative Product’ Trophy 
for her Musgrave Copper Black Honey, while her Musgrave Copper Vanilla took 
home a Gold Medal.  Simone’s story is as good as it gets

Edited by Anne Schauff er
Photographs supplied

– shining a light on brandy 

Michelangelo | WINE & SPIRITS | MUSGRAVE COPPER
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Simone Musgrave is not your average woman. She’d hate to be. 
Having lived and worked on three diff erent continents, juggled 
being a single mother of two, and started up a series of successfu l 

businesses, courageous and entrepreneurial are the words which spring 
to mind. 

Simone’s experience in retail and the FMCG industry spans two 
decades. With an incredible eye for spotting trends, her global scouting 
trips were the triggers for her success stories. 

Simone’s entrepreneurial spirit is innate thanks to her father Keith 
Musgrave and her grandfather and inspiration for her Musgrave brand, 
Maurice Boon Musgrave. In 2001 she launched her fi rst start-up called 
Yum Nums Baby Food - Purity eventually took over the product range and 
branded it Purity.

“The baby food business was such a learning curve for me,” says 
Simone. “It’s how I got my ‘degree’ in retail production and distribution 
as well as starting my own brand. I learnt so much from this experience.” 

Considering that which does not kill you can only make you stronger 

encouraged Simone to launch her second start-up, Onezee Jumpsuits 
and Streetwear in 2012 with a fellow colleague. This was in response to a 
growing global trend for fashion that was cool, hip and comfortable. They 
negotiated a licensing agreement with Disney to print their characters 
onto the onesies and the business was successfu l until the mass retailers 
caught onto the trend. 

So how does one go from baby food to onesies to gin and now 
brandy? Simone sums it up into one word, epicurean. “I love beautifu l 
things. It inspires me to imagine and create brands that are beautifu l and 
luxurious in every way.” 

In 2015, Simone launched South Africa’s fi rst craft  gin. She’d noticed 
the UK craft  trend shift ing between categories… with gin making the biggest 
impact. Competing with many other luxury gin brands was not going to be 
easy, which meant Musgrave Gin needed to stand out. Consumers are 
always looking for a story in their product. They want a drinking experience 
and ingredients which they can both relate to and play with. 

She created something entirely unique in her Musgrave Gin range.  

“An empty bottle of wine is better than a fi lled one. It shows achievement.” – Unknown
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Then three years ago in 2018, Musgrave partnered with South Africa’s 
largest brandy producers, Distell and Van Rhyns, to create two innovative, 
infu sed pot-still brandy blends. Since then, the brand’s been racking up 
awards: “When I fi rst launched, I wanted to shake up the industry and 
create a new genre that remixes the brandy category to play where 
cognac has feared to tread. I also wanted to attract the consumers that 
existed beyond the preconceptions of gender, age, or race. This award 
encapsulates the true essence of what drives us to develop brands that 
will disrupt and challenge the status quo. I think we can say it’s been a 
success.” 

Copper is luxurious, disruptive, infu sed and made to mix. It’s a 
flavour-infu sed brandy with subtle flavours and a distinctly African palate. 
Musgrave Copper is more aligned to the Cognac drinker than to a traditional 
Brandy drinker using the fi nest pot-still brandy with added excitement of 
flavour-infu sion. It also embraces a “remixing tradition” bringing together 

some of the African continents' most celebrated ingredients. Musgrave 
Black Honey Copper with its winter African Honey, is deep caramel in 
colour and boasts complex savoury flavours. The fi nish lingers long, and 
aromas are distinctly bold. Musgrave Copper Vanilla is an easy drinking 
brandy flavoured with fragrant vanilla – it’s made to mix.

 The rise in female entrepreneurs is a wave which she was very much 
at the forefront of, and she stands today as an inspiration not only to 
women everywhere but also to her two daughters who have supported 
her throughout it all. It is her view that in this World and in Africa, a girl must 
be entrepreneurial in all that they do, and it is her goal to leave as much 
of a legacy with her children through her journey as with her end success. 

Simone continues to channel her own advice in the hope that one day 
she will be able to simply ‘climb mountains and explore’ - ‘work hard, stay 
real, create partnerships, believe and always be authentic and true.” 

CONTACT:  
www.musgravespirits.com

Michelangelo | WINE & SPIRITS | MUSGRAVE COPPER
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Ntsiki Biyela is the Winemaker and Director of Aslina Wines, a company named 
in honour of her late grandmother, Aslina

Edited by  Anne Schauff er
Photographs  supplied

Meet Ntsiki Biyela 
– Aslina Wines

Michelangelo | WINE & SPIRITS | ASLINA WINES
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Ntsiki Biyela grew up in Mahlabathini, a rural village in Kwa Zulu-
Natal, where she matriculated in 1996. Having spent a year as a 
domestic worker, she was awarded a scholarship through South 

African Airways to study winemaking at the University of Stellenbosch in 
1999. She graduated in 2003 with a BSc in Agriculture (Viticulture and 
Oenology) and joined Stellekaya, a boutique winery, as their Winemaker 
in 2004. 

Ntsiki is a Pioneer Woman and has earned many accolades. In 2009, 
she was crowned Woman Winemaker of the Year. For two consecutive 
years, she was voted The Most Influential Women in Business and 
Government. In 2017, she was named in Top 20 Most Innovative Women 
in Food and Drinks by Fortune Magazine. She has also been named as 

one of the top 15 Women in Wine to Watch by Food and Wine Magazine 
in the USA. She was the fi nalist in the Wine Enthusiast Winemaker of the 
Year in 2020. 

In 2021, she was awarded with a diversity and transformation award 
for her role she is playing in the wine industry. 

Throughout her career, she has travelled extensively both for harvest, 
as well as to introduce Aslina and its wines to new markets. She has 
harvested and consulted in France and spent time in Italy, New Zealand 
and the California winelands. She has also visited USA, Europe and Asia 
where her wines are now available and becoming increasingly popular. 

She has received numerous awards for her wines, including Trophy, 
double Gold and Gold Medals from the Michelangelo Wine and Spirits 

“When life knocks you down, roll over 
and look at the stars.”
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Awards for her 2016, 2017 and 2019 vintages, as well as Gold from the 
Sakura Awards in Japan for two consecutive years for di  erent vintages; 
Silver medal from Old Mutual Trophy Awards and Tim Atkin Report 
2021; Best Bordeaux Blend Trophy; Double Gold and Gold Medals from 
Michelangelo Wine Awards 2021. 

The work she does is not limited. She has also been involved in the 
judging of competitions within the wine industry – for example, SAA 
Wine Selection, Diners Club Winemaker of the Year competition, IWSC 
(International Wine and Spirit Competition) and the Nederberg Auction, 
to name but a few. 

Ntsiki has received widespread media coverage throughout the 
world, including features on CNN; the front page of the New York Times; 
CNBC, SABC (multiple shows), Good Morning America; Classic FM; 
Forbes magazine; SAFM; Ukhozi FM and many more. 

Not only has Aslina won awards, it has also won the hearts of 
people globally for what the brand stands for. Ntsiki is an inspiration 

to women across the world and in particular people of colour who are 
starting out their careers in the wine industry. She sits on the Board of 
Directors for the Pinotage Youth Development Academy, which trains 
young unemployed 18-25 year olds to ready them for careers in the wine 
and tourism industries. The Academy teaches technical skills throughout 
the value chain and most importantly, places a strong emphasis on all-
important personal development. The programme o  ers them the unique 
opportunity to emulate Ntsiki’s own considerable success.

At the prestigious 2021 Wine Harvest Commemorative Event, Ntsiki 
received the Diversity and Transformation Award for her pioneering work 
in the industry in South Africa. The accolade celebrates her role in paving 
the way for others by eliminating barriers; setting an example and 
inspiring others; contributing to knowledge that others can use; and 
having an overall influence on the image of the South African wine 
industry. 

CONTACT: 
info@aslinawines.com
admin@aslinawines.com

+264 61 232 457   |   info@joesbeerhouse.com   |   www.joesbeerhouse.com

A Great Escape
So much more than just another restaurant. For people 

who still dream of truly great escape.

A Great Escape

“A bottle of wine contains more philosophy than 
all the books in the world.” – Louis Pasteur
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Michelangelo | PHOTOGRAPHY | AFRICA IN FOCUS PHOTO COMPETITION

Africa in Focus
Exquisite images that make us all yearn to get out there and travel, visit wild 
places, and even make a difference to the planet

Edited by  Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied by  Africa in Focus Photo Competition - Wilderness Safaris
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Caravan
Artur Stankiewicz
AMBOSELI NATIONAL PARK, KENYA
2021 WILDERNESS SAFARIS PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR

Wilderness Safaris recently revealed the winners of their 
2021 Africa in Focus Photo Competition, chosen by an 
esteemed panel of judges in this fifth annual showcase of 

Africa’s exceptional diversity. This year’s competition generated 3 168 
entries and raised a total of ZAR200 000 for Children in the Wilderness’ 
innovative Eco-Clubs and environmental education programmes.

This year’s world-class judging panel comprised award-winning 
wildlife photographers Brooke Bartleson, Shannon Wild and Suzi 
Eszterhas, along with luxury travel maven Melissa Biggs Bradley, and 
pioneering Zimbabwean conservationist, Moreangels Mbizah.

Wilderness Safaris and Olympus have joined forces to use their high-
end services and combined passion for wildlife photography to ensure 
the ongoing conservation of Africa’s remote wilderness areas whilst 
contributing to the empowerment of local people through conservation 
education. Enjoy the imagery, and sing the praises of the winners!
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Michelangelo | PHOTOGRAPHY | AFRICA IN FOCUS PHOTO COMPETITION

Kaleidoscope of colours 
Willma Labuschagne
NamibRand Nature Reserve, Namibia
LANDSCAPE WINNER
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The largest known mammal migration on Earth - Millions and millions of giant fruit bats fly between the Democratic Republic of Congo 
and Zambia’s each year where more than 10 million of these cat-size, mango-munching, echolocating chiropterans are involved.  
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Little man 
Simone Osborne
Omo Valley, Ethiopia
PEOPLE & COMMUNITY WINNER

Michelangelo | PHOTOGRAPHY | AFRICA IN FOCUS PHOTO COMPETITION
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Looking into the eyes of our ancestors 
Meline Ellwanger
Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, Uganda
YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR

People who place heavy pressure on the pen when they write, which can cause darker, thicker handwriting, are good with commitment and 
taking things seriously but don't respond well to criticism. Light-handed writers tend to be empathetic and sensitive but lack vitality.
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LET YOUR SIGHT SOAR...
... and discover the wild like never before 
with Canon.

tel: +264 61 231 116

email: nitrei@iway.na

email: georg.nitrei@gmail.com

email: cameron.nitrei@gmail.com

For more information, visit: www.nitzschereiter.com or 
find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/nitzschereiter

Michelangelo | PHOTOGRAPHY | AFRICA IN FOCUS PHOTO COMPETITION

Weapons of Mass Poaching
Amish Chhagan
Mau Region, Kenya
CONSERVATION WINNER

Endangered mountain gorilla 
Margaret Weiss
Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, Uganda
WILDLIFE CATEGORY WINNER
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For more information visit: wilderness-safaris.com

LET YOUR SIGHT SOAR...
... and discover the wild like never before 
with Canon.

tel: +264 61 231 116

email: nitrei@iway.na

email: georg.nitrei@gmail.com

email: cameron.nitrei@gmail.com

For more information, visit: www.nitzschereiter.com or 
find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/nitzschereiter

Smoking Himba Woman 
Giovanni Agostino
Mau Region, Kenya
PEOPLE’S CHOICE  - PEOPLE & COMMUNITY

A Boiling river hidden deep in the Peruvian Amazon actually exists. It transforms an already 
otherworldly rain forest into a steaming, mystical paradise that can cook clumsy small animals alive.
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Kanaan
Desert
Retreat
Pitch dark night skies and never-ending panoramas in the remote Karas region 
of Namibia – that’s Kanaan Desert Retreat

Edited by  Anne Schauff er
Photographs  supplied

Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | KANAAN DESERT RETREAT
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Situated on 33 000 hectares of unspoilt landscape, Kanaan Desert 
Retreat rests in the hands of the N/a’an ku se team. Bordering 
the Tiras Mountain range, Kanaan is where nature, luxury and 

conservation meet. Since acquiring the land in 2014, Naankuse has 
removed all man-made fences to create a wildlife reserve that provides 
refu ge to a number of endemic animal species.

Rippling sand dunes glow in the sunrise and sunset, mountain vistas 
frame unspeakably beautifu l views, rocky outcrops are studded with 
quiver trees, and the landscape is coloured in with savannah and desert 
vistas.  Home to free roaming Ostrich, Oryx, Caracal, Hyena and Jackal, 
staying here is far more than a photographer’s dream destination - it’s the 
closest thing to quieting the noise in your head you’re likely to fi nd. 

The setting is one thing, accommodation quite another: guests will 
fi nd eight luxurious, eminently comfortable en-suite canvas tents set on 
wooden decks overlooking the most striking, contrasting landscape and 
a waterhole. A comfortable distance away, there are eight campsites with 
individual showers and toilets, as well as shading and a braai area.

You’ll eat well here, too. Look forward to gourmet meals and refreshing 
drinks in the new set dining area, and day-dream in the shade of the 
veranda overlooking the picturesque valley below. The swimming pool is 
adjacent to the lodge. 
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No off -road or self-driving is permitted at Kanaan – but, have no fear, 
there are a number of safaris including a sunset, sunrise or scenic dune 
drive where guests can enjoy drinks and snacks and encounter a number 
of free-roaming wildlife species. For those who love horse riding, it’s there 
for you to enjoy the breathtaking Kanaan landscape; likewise for those 
who join a photographic tour, you’ll be taken to the most scenic parts of 
Kanaan during this safari.

One of the most popular activities at Kanaan is the Photographic 
Safari and Professional Photographic Tours – you’ll see why when you’re 
in the heart of that landscape, with exquisite light and see-forever vistas. 

All the proceeds generated by the Naankuse Ecotourism Collection 
– of which Kanaan Desert Retreat is one - go toward the wildlife 
conservation and humanitarian eff orts of the Naankuse Foundation. 

CONTACT:
+264 84 000 9190; naankusecollection.com;
Farm Kanaan on the D707, Karas Region.

Diffi cult roads often leads to 
beautiful destinations
Get there with Osino Car Hire

Contact us: +264 81 1225 590 | info@osinocarhire.com | www.osinocarhire.com

Namibia is home to countless gravel roads and many 4WD tracks, of which many lead to 
astounding lodges and campsites. The country is a true playground for the off-road enthusiast, 
enjoying the challenge of negotiating the rugged terrain, whilst experiencing the sights of our 
beautiful country with our company and its range of cars.

Sunsets. Life’s way to saying: ‘good job, you survived 
another day. Here’s something pretty!’
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Michelangelo | ARTS & CRAFTS | CRISTINA SALVOLDI 

The Sculptor
From miniatures to life-size sculptures, Cristina Salvoldi’s distinctive work is 
found and prized in prominent places in South Africa and abroad

Edited by  Anne Schauff er
Photographs by  Cristina Salvoldi
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Sculptor Cristina Salvoldi was born and raised in Windhoek, Namibia, 
and today, lives and works in Cape Town. When she looks back over 
her formative young years, she remembers a creative childhood 

with a mother who encouraged messy, creative play. She also recalls the 
numerous extramural activities to which her parents sent her: “I found my 
happy place with Barbara (Bärbel) Schwerdtfeger who exposed me to 
many diff erent materials and techniques. My school also included some 
wood-, metal-, ceramic- and needle work over and above the usual art/
music. I particularly enjoyed ceramics.” 

Cristina’s had a fascinating, albeit convoluted route to where she is 
today: “I took art at school and thereaft er enjoyed a gap year working 
in the Entomology Department at the Namibian Museum – I drew 
Butterfly Illustrations for a Field Guide (which sadly never got published).” 
She followed that up by starting a Props and Décor course for Film/TV/

Theatre in Cape Town.Unable to complete it for familial reasons, she began 
freelancing for various fi lm/commercial projects through a Props and 
Special Eff ects company.

She considers her fi rst ‘break’ at age 22 was landing the tender for 
sculpting the Karakul Monument (erected in Keetmanshoop) in 2007.

Cristina says, “I had to fi nd my own space to sculpt the Karakul 
Monument, so I set up my fi rst studio with a fellow sculptor. For a while, we 
ran our own commercial/museum display projects.” In more recent years, 
she shared a workshop with another sculptor, and that’s where some of her 
larger bronzes were created. She currently has her own studio at home…
”fortunately set up before lockdown hit,” she says.  

When Cristina is asked why – of all the media - she settled on sculpture, 
she says, “It’s more like sculpture found me, and decided to stick around as 
the most prominent and usefu l method that I apply to build unique things 
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and express some of my creative energy.” Her personal sculpture work is 
predominantly realistic: “I’ve found my main medium to be plasticine clay, as 
I cast most of my private work in bronze.” Talking inspiration, she says, “My 
previous focal point has been the quirky, humbling, honest ways of children 
and pets, with their ability to act as mirrors and reveal glimpses of our own 
subconscious workings. This was very much informed by my role as a 
parent.” But things change: “I always thought I was expressing the children’s 
innate ‘beingness’, but I have recently noticed that maybe the sculptures are 
more about what kids evoke inside of me and the themes I grapple with as 
my inner child navigates the world.” This change in focus to internal, personal 
narratives has found Cristina experimenting with new materials and subject 
matter:  “Ceramic clay is one of my recent re-discoveries.”  

She’s also always had a fascination with the opulent/dramatic/dark 
work of the unknown craft smen of old who tirelessly embellished churches 
and cathedrals with painstaking detail: “There is something mesmerizing 

about fabric in marble or painted in oils in chiaroscuro. I have hope that one 
day this will materialize in some body of work. The tentative start is my 
‘Concrete Present’ sculpture, the 1m high concrete sculpture displayed at 
Century City.”

Cristina’s experience in fi lm and theatre exposed her to many materials 
and taught her a variety of fabrication techniques over and above sculpture: 
“Commissioned projects have ranged from miniature sets, up to 9m 
monumental bronzes, dinosaur museum displays and everything in between. 
I enjoy the variety and challenges that commissions and client briefs bring to 
the table.” She adds, “To date I have focused a lot on children (they’re usually 
under one metre high), and have worked on various fi gurative (1.8m) public 
bronze commissions. I’ve also co-run some large monumental projects of 
which the largest to date is the collaboration I did with Tania Lee on the 9m 
Oliver Tambo bronze standing at the OR Tambo Airport.”

For Cristina to pinpoint her most exciting or stimulating project, is nearly 

Michelangelo | ARTS & CRAFTS | CRISTINA SALVOLDI 
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CONTACT: 
www.salvoldi.co.za; info@salvoldi.co.za

impossible: “I’ve been lucky to have had many over the years, because 
I don’t limit myself to one type of work.” She laughs, “I must say I really 
loved being a little worker-ant for fi ve months in 2011 at Weta Workshop in 
Wellington (New Zealand) while they were producing weapons, prosthetics, 
armour and creature suits for ‘The Hobbit Trilogy’. My daily work was 
conveyor belt stuff  (for example, 100 hobbit feet sole-reinforcements)… but 
I was surrounded by interesting, talented people from around the world. I 
could not drink it in fast enough! I have also really enjoyed the monumental 
projects as well as the miniature commercial jobs. I think it has to do with 
working as a team. When the synergy is right, the collective creative process 
is delicious.”

She talks about artists – contemporary and ancient - whose work she 
admires: “Old Masters including Caravaggio, Bernini, and Piloty; and my 
current contemporary obsessions, Grzegorz Gwiazda - his understanding of 
anatomy (manipulation thereof) as well as fabric application is breathtaking. 

And then Beth Cavener - the movement, sense of weightlessness, the 
luscious fu r, the emotion…I think these evoke the same awe-inspiring 
opulence and darkness I felt when visiting the cathedrals of Europe.” 

Cristina mainly does commissions, but they aren’t always bronzes: 
“I love diff erent challenges, so I still build the odd commercial miniature, 
or sculpt reliefs for a company that does bespoke architectural fi nishes…” 
She’s wide open to (almost) anything with fresh challenges and outcomes. 

Cristina’s public bronze installations are undoubtedly her permanent 
‘exhibitions’, and you’ll fi nd other work in a few galleries like Walkerbay 
Gallery in Hermanus, Art on Church in Stellenbosch; Studio Art Gallery in 
Simonstown, and Art & Wine in Clarens. 

“When preparing to travel, lay out all your clothes and all your money. Then take 
half the clothes and twice the money.” – Susan Heller
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Introducing the newly renovated

Renew & Revive your 
mind, body and soul

Midgard Spa

Immerse yourself in tranquility as you revive and rejuvenate your mind, 
body and soul. Choose from a selection of treatments that will leave you 

feeling renewed and relaxed.

56JANUARY 2022
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According to Norse mythology, Midgard – the home of 
mankind – was fated to a journey of creation followed by 
downfall and then revival. In a nod to this revival, Midgard 
Spa has undergone its own renovations along with the 
rest of the estate and revolves around treatments that 
replenish and renew its visitors.

Experience rejuvenation by coming back to the present 
moment when you enter Midgard Spa. A place where 
the cares of the past dissipate and the thoughts of the 
future, which so often preoccupy the mind, feel much 
too far away to worry about, Midgard Spa provides 
experiences to luxuriate in and a tranquil space to enjoy 
in the here and now.

Treatments according to your needs

Midgard Spa offers a range of treatments including 
massages, manicures, pedicures, wax treatments and 
facials that take care of the body from foot to scalp. 
To relax and release the body, there are a variety of 
massage treatments from which to choose. Whether you 
want to feel the tension in your body melt away under 
the warmth of hot stones or have the worries worked 
out of your muscles and dissolved by the fragrant oils of 
a deep tissue massage, that tension will be taken care 
of under the trained hands of one of Midgard’s massage 
therapists.

Indulge in one of Midgard Spa’s facials, each bringing its 
own nourishing experience to the skin. Using products 
from the French skin care brand, Thalgo, with formulas 
based on marine ingredients, these facials are tailored 
to different skin types and skin needs. Should you have 
dehydrated skin in need of extra hydration, dry and 
sensitive skin wanting soothing nourishment, mature 
skin looking for a boost of plumping ingredients, or 
anything in between, there is a facial designed to 
enhance each complexion.

Go on a journey

Among the spa’s signature offerings are three sensory 
journeys made up of relaxing rituals that incorporate 
massage and treatments such as full body exfoliation 
and facials. The 90-minute Thalgo Merveille Arctique 
Journey offers hot-cold therapy based on Nordic rituals, 
while the Mavhu Ritual, also lasting 90 minutes, provides 
a back massage, Thalgo express facial and foot massage. 

Lastly, named after the first of the giants in Norse 
mythology whose body originated from water and was 
ultimately used to create Midgard, the Aurgelmir Ritual 
provides 180 minutes of deep relaxation brought by a full 
body massage, full body exfoliation, Thalgo facial of your 
choice and an express pedicure.

Introducing the newly renovated

Renew & Revive your 
mind, body and soul

Midgard Spa

Immerse yourself in tranquility as you revive and rejuvenate your mind, 
body and soul. Choose from a selection of treatments that will leave you 

feeling renewed and relaxed.
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Book your experience today

+264 62 503 888 | midgard.res@ol.na 
www.midgardcountryestate.com

Naturally, we all unwind differently and have our 
preferred ways to recharge and treat ourselves. 

Midgard Spa keeps not only relaxation and rejuvenation 
at the heart of its offerings, but also the experience of 

the individual, so no matter what your preferences are, 
whether you are looking for an immersive journey or 
an express treatment, there is an experience that will 
leave you feeling refreshed and energised to take on 
the world again.

About 2000 years ago, while 
Mount Vesuvius erupted and 
covered the city of Pompei, the first 
seedlings of the Welwitschia 
Mirabilis plants were sprouting 
in the midst of the Namib Desert. 
The true face of prosperity in 
adversity, the Welwitschia plant 
defies all odds and continues to 
prosper in the harsh environment 
of the Namib Desert. 
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About 2000 years ago, while 
Mount Vesuvius erupted and 
covered the city of Pompei, the first 
seedlings of the Welwitschia 
Mirabilis plants were sprouting 
in the midst of the Namib Desert. 
The true face of prosperity in 
adversity, the Welwitschia plant 
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prosper in the harsh environment 
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AFTER A LONG YEAR OF ANTICIPATION AND RECOVERY, THE STAGE OF NATURE HAS BEEN SET. GET A FRONT ROW SEAT TO 

THE REMARKABLE NATIONAL TREASURES OF NAMIBIA. O&L LEISURE – WHERE NATURE MEETS LUXURY. 

BOOK YOUR STAY NOW • E: SALES@OL.NA • T: +264 61 431 8001 • W: WWW.OL-LEISURE.COM
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Namibia Heart Center
&

Roman Catholic Hospital
are pleased to announce the opening 

of our

HEART ATTACK CENTER
at

ROMAN CATHOLIC HOSPITAL
A Heart attack (myocardial infarction) is caused by sudden blockage of the coronary artery by a 

blood clot. If not treated immediately it can cause damage to the heart or death. 20% of patients 
who develop a heart attack die before reaching the hospital. The blocked artery must be opened 

as soon as possible, in order to save the heart and life of the patient!

       
WILL PROVIDE A 24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR PATIENTS WITH A SUSPECTED or CONFIRMED 

HEART ATTACK.
Patients with sudden chest pains or shortness of breath should call our emergency number

at 085-911, or go directly to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.

Doctors dealing with patients with a suspected myocardial infarction should call our heart attack 

coordinator at 085-911, to activate the Heart Attack Response Team. The patient should be 
referred immediately to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: STATE PATIENTS WITHOUT ANY MEDICAL AID SHOULD GO DIRECTLY TO THE 
EMERGENCTY UNIT at KATUTURA STATE HOSPITAL, WHERE THEY WILL RECEIVE THE INITIAL TREATMENT.

OUR TEAM IS READY 
TO SAVE YOUR HEART

       

CORONARY
ARTERY BLOCKED

CORONARY ARTERY 
OPENED BY BALLOON

& STENT

DM0201800315394 DS
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OUR CARDIAC INTERVENTIONAL TEAM HAS 
VAST EXPERIENCE & EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS

 Over 6000 heart interventions since 
2012(stents, angiograms, pacemakers)

 We are very safe (complication rate <1%, 
mortality rate 0%).

 24/7 Emergency Cardiac Service at 
Roman Catholic Hospital

 The team attends international 
Cardiology congresses every year to keep 
our knowledge and skills up-to-date

             YOU ARE SAFE IN OUR HANDS

EMERGENCIES = PATIENTS WITH POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK, BLACKOUT, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIA, PALPITATIONS or BREATHLESSNESS:
Please call our emergency cardiac number 085-911 or come urgently (send your patient) to Casualty at Roman Catholic Hospital

           URGENT REFERRAL TO CARDIOLOGIST = PATIENTS TO BE SEEN or ADMITTED WITHIN A FEW DAYS 
           Please send SMS or WhatApp to 0818-764-807 with the patient name and contact number and the patient will be contacted a.s.a.p.

           ROUTINE REFERRALS or APPOINTMENTS  KINDLY CALL OUR SECRETARY ON 061-246-000  or FAX THE REFRERRAL TO 061-253-635

OUR HEART SURGEON & CARDIAC THEATRE TEAM

 Since 2012 we performed over 1200 open heart operations
 Surgical results comparable with the best world heart centers
 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!

DR SIMON IDRIS BESHIR MD, FRCP, FESC, FACC
Consultant Cardiologist 
(Adult & Interventional Cardiology)
T: +264(0) 61 246 000
F: +264 (0) 61 253 635
E: drbeshir.pa@gmail.com

Miss SURINA DE WIT  B.Tech
Clinical Technologist (Cardiac) & Echocardiographer 
T: +264(0) 61 246 000
F: +264 (0) 61 253 635
E: surinadewit@yahoo.com

DR HENNING DU TOIT MBChB, FRCS, FCS
Consultant Cardio-Thoracic Surgeon
T: +264(0) 61 246 000
F: +264 (0) 61 253 635
E: whk.heart.centre@gmail.com

SERVICES PROVIDED

 Coronary Angiogram – Cardiac Catheter
 Balloon angioplasty & stent 

implantation
 Heart Attack management 24/7
 Implantation of pacemakers, Loop ECG 

recorders (Reveal)
 Heart failure management
 Management of palpitations and 

blackouts
 Echocardiography (heart sonar)
 ECG, 24-hr ECG and Blood Pressure 

monitors
 Exercise ECG test
 Bypass operation (CABG)
 Heart Valve Replacement by open heart 

surgery
+ many other procedures
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Newstead has just been awarded its sixth double gold at the Michelangelo 
International Wine and Spirits Awards. This in just seven years since the 
release of its first Cap Classique

The
Newstead
story

Words by Sasha Saunders
Photographs supplied

Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | NEWSTEAD
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It’s tempting to think of Newstead’s story as a fairy tale: grown from 
nothing, in a then unknown wine-producing region, it’s gone from 
zero to hero in what feels like the blink of an eye. But that version 

of events would do a disservice to a decade and a half of courage, 
challenge, and small steps taken the only way they can be – by simply 
putting one foot in front of the other.

Along the way, each accolade (and there have been many) has felt, 
to the characters in the story, like a happy ending; something to be 
appreciated and acknowledged – but only briefly, before resuming the 
early mornings, long hours and writing of the next chapters.

The story has a beginning, of course. Doug and Sue Lund bought 
fallow land in The Crags, in South Africa’s gorgeous Garden Route, in 
2006 – the same year the Plettenberg Bay Wine of Origin district 
was established. In terms of distance, it’s just a 6-hour drive from the 

famous Cape Winelands. But in terms of credentials, the region was 
a world apart; its winemaking history and tradition at the time was 
precisely none. 

In the second act of its story, Newstead released its fi rst wines. That 
was 2012. Guided by Sue’s curiosity and inspiration, a modest tasting 
room became a restaurant, which became a venue, which became 
an attraction for locals, tourists and wedding parties from around the 
world. Hosting solstice events, picnics and markets, the estate has 
continued to grow and morph in form and fu nction. 

Meanwhile, the farming philosophy, winemaking approach and 
family character have remained constant and true: small is still special, 
and quality still counts over quantity.

No costs or corners are cut for the sake of economy and effi  ciency. 
Evidence of this is seen in the unusual use of netting over the vines, 

“Spilling your glass of wine is the adult equivalent 
of letting go of a balloon.” – Anonymous
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CONTACT:
www.newsteadwines.com

which results in some of the most blemish-free grapes any winemaker 
will ever see.

At Newstead, that winemaker is Anton Smal, who extends the 
ethos to the cellar. Together, he and the Lunds made the decision to 
keep the sparkling wines on lees for years. 

“We are now releasing vintages that have been on lees for 52 
months,” Anton says. “That patience has been worth it, and we’ve seen 
the bubblies develop beautifu lly – the biscuit flavours of the fi rst Blanc 
de Blancs have given way to marmite and toasty notes.”

The restraint is refreshingly rare. And it has been worth it.
As Doug said: “Our Blanc de Blanc sold out in three months, and the 

Rosé sold in three weeks. The following year the crop was presold. The 
temptation is to produce more, go bigger, but that’s never been why we 
did this. And I doubt we’d have had the recognition we have.”

The recognition he’s referring to is dozens of awards in a pages-
long list that has grown in a characteristically low-key way.

“A lot of wine farms, who’ve been going for decades, enter multiple 
wines into multiple competitions,” Anton says. “We enter a few wines 
into two or three competitions.” 

On the most recent acknowledgements – the double gold at the 
Michelangelos, gold at the Amorim Challenge, and a score of 96 in 
the Platters 2022 – Doug acknowledged that, “of course awards are 
affi  rming, and of course they’re good for business.” But, he says, “it’s 
not about awards for awards’ sake. What the accolades have done is 
give us a proven track record of consistency.”

Keeping up that consistency means doing it again, and doing 
it better. “Sure, you take a moment to enjoy having your head in the 
clouds, and then you quickly have to get your feet back on the ground,” 
Doug says.

How will things unfold from here? Sue’s take is that “in a good story, 
the plot is unpredictable but strong themes run throughout. I’d like to 
think our themes are quality, consistency and humility.” 

“Penicillin cures, but wine makes people happy.” 
- Alexander Fleming
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The Grande Roche Hotel is a celebrated 
historical monument turned 5 star hotel 
boasting beautiful gardens and innovative 

cuisine in the Manor House of the Grande Roche 
Estate.

Overlooking vineyards and mountains, the 
Grande Roche Hotel is the ideal base from 
which to explore the Cape, relax at the pools, 
take in the glory of the Cape winelands and, 
amongst others, enjoy a game of golf on nearby, 
internationally acclaimed courses.

The essence of the Grande Roche Hotel 
experience lies in the unique, individually named 
suites spread over landscaped gardens in the 
midst of a working wine farm with its inimitable 
style and unsurpassed excellence in service.

From the moment you arrive, you are warmly 
greeted by our Guest Service team, o� ered 
a welcome drink and escorted to your suite 
through the beautiful gardens.

Grande Roche Hotel
Nestled at the foot of the magnifi cent Paarl Rock is a small, luxury 
hotel unlike any other. Where the atmosphere of a bygone era brings 
a sense of gracious, unhurried living.

Contact Number:
+27 (0)21 863 5100

Email:
info@granderoche.co.za

Website:
www.granderoche.com

Physical Address:
1 Plantasie St,
Paarl, 7646,
South Africa

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa;

Available Activities:

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Nestled against the fi rst fairway of the De 
Zalze Golf Course, this luxurious four-star 
establishment provides relaxed yet pristine 

accommodation with an array of leisurely pastimes 
guaranteed to unwind the stresses of modern day 
living.

Guests are invited to enjoy wine tastings, cycling 
trails through the rolling vineyards, or simply 
to relax by the pool. All in all, our selection of 
o� erings – coupled with the exquisite location 
and impeccable service – make for a pleasurable, 
revitalising and unforgettable stay.

There’s a rim-fl ow swimming pool, a range of 
vineyard trails for hiking or running, mountain bike 
trails, as well as wine tastings.

In addition to 24-hour security, all accommodation 
are air-conditioned, satellite television, internet 
access and room safes.

As the Lodge is just 3 km from the beautifully 
preserved, historic university town of 
Stellenbosch, it is ideally located for exploring 
what is one of South Africa’s oldest communities.

De Zalze Lodge
De Zalze Lodge is the farm’s very own Cape Dutch vernacular 
style guest lodge overlooking the lush vineyards and breathtaking 
Stellenbosch mountains.

Contact Number:
+27 (21) 880 0740

Email:
reservations@dezalzelodge.
co.za

Website:
www.dezalzelodge.co.za

Physical Address:
Kleine Zalze Estate, R44 
(Strand Road), Techno Park 
Turn-o� , Stellenbosch, 7600

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa;

Available Activities:

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Holiday… Escape… Getaway… Vacation… 
Break… We may use di� erent words to 
describe our well-deserved recreational 

pastimes, but they all evoke the same euphoric 
responses, feelings of anticipation, new 
adventures, carefree moments and life-changing 
experiences. 

At Muluwa Lodge, I found my sanctuary – a 
natural haven surrounded by the most beautiful 
landscape of mountains, bushveld and valleys, 
with gira� e and zebra adding to the panoramic 
vistas. Scenic and serene, Muluwa Lodge is the 
perfect post-COVID antidote. Authentic African 
hospitality and glorious sunrise greetings from 
your room or luxury tent, will warm your heart 
and restore your soul. 

Whether you choose to unwind in the peaceful, 
eco-sensitive surrounds, sipping a G&T at the 
pool, savouring culinary delights whilst taking in 
breathtaking views, or if you prefer to pick up 
the pace with a trail run or explore the Panorama 
Route and nearby Kruger National Park, Muluwa 
has all your needs covered. Let the healing (and 
holidaying) begin!

Muluwa Lodge
With breathtaking views over the striking Lowveld of South Africa, 
Muluwa lodge o� ers superb African luxury and accommodation 
paired with our warm and genuine Muluwa hospitality.

Contact Number:
+27 (0)66 479 8061

Email:
centralres@muluwa.co.za

Website:
mokutietoshalodge.com

Physical Address:
Likweti Bushveld Estate, 
Curlews Road, 
White River, 
Mpumalanga, 
South Africa

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa; AMEX

Available Activities:

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Surrounded by mountains, bushveld and 
valleys, 10 minutes from White River on the 
Likweti Wildlife Estate, Ndhula Luxury Tented 

Lodge is a natural sanctuary in a breathtaking 
environment, home to a variety of wildlife species 
such as gira� e, zebra, wildebeest, impala, kudu, 
nyala and warthog.

Built on wooden decks and tucked away in a 
canopy of trees, 26 Luxury Safari Tents provide 
guests with comfortable accommodation and their 
own piece of picture-perfect paradise.

An inviting open-air reception adjoins an expansive 
dining area where South African and International 
culinary delights, as well as spectacular views, can 
be savoured.

Welcoming sta�  are a permanent feature and 
when it comes to the overall experience, Ndhula 
caters to a range of tastes. Nature lovers will be 
enthralled by the various attractions on the estate 
and nearby surrounds with scenic sundowners, 
picnics, trail running, visits to God’s Window and 
Bourke’s Luck Potholes, to name a few.

Ndhula Luxury Tented Lodge
Ideally situated in the Mpumalanga Lowveld region of South Africa, 
the Ndhula Lodge is giving incredible views over the mountains, the 
bushveld and the surrounding valleys.

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

Contact Number:
+27 (0) 66 479 8061

Email:
reservations@ndhula.co.za

Website:
www.ndhula.co.za

Physical Address:
Likweti Bushveld Estate, 
Curlews Road, 
White River, 
Mpumalanga, 
South Africa

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa; AMEX

Available Activities:
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Midgard Country Estate
A paradise where the earth rises again, fertile and green.

In the African bush, not far from Namibia’s capital, 
lies a tranquil farmstead oasis. A perfect retreat 
from city life. Discover the wonders of Midgard 

Country Estate, an iconic Namibian destination.

A family retreat. The fi rst or last stop for the 
international visitor. The perfect venue for your 
meeting, conference, team-building event or wedding. 
Midgard welcomes you!

Our 90 new farmstyle rooms, dining room, bar, two 
swimming pools, terrace and leisure areas and private 
skittle alley, all situated in our luscious green country 
gardens, will ensure that your experience of this bush 
haven becomes a treasured memory.

Not far from Windhoek’s Hosea Kutako International 
Airport, or from the capital itself, Midgard is the 
perfect destination for the en-route traveller or those 
looking for a relaxing weekend escape from buzzing city 
life.

Midgard Country Estate o� ers many activities perfectly 
suited for those in search of relaxation or adventure. 
Laze by the pool or in one of our various lounge areas 
and let the simple pleasure of doing nothing revive you.

Contact Number:
+264 62 503 888

Email:
midgard.res@ol.na

Website:
midgardcountryestate.com

Physical Address:
Farm 191
Okahandja District
Namibia

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa; AMEX

Available Activities:

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Contact Number:
+ 264 67 229 084

Email:
mokuti.res@ol.na

Website:
mokutietoshalodge.com

Physical Address:
Farm 941 Kleinbegin C38,
Von Lindequist Gate,
Etosha
Namibia

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa; AMEX

Available Activities:On the eastern doorstep of world-famous 
Etosha National Park, in the mopane 
woodland of the region, lies Mokuti Etosha 

Lodge, a fl agship of Namibian safari hospitality.

Charming thatched buildings in the classic safari 
style are nestled among vast indigenous gardens, 
lending credence to the name “Mokuti” which in 
Ovambo means “in the forest”. Mokuti Etosha Lodge 
is the perfect starting point for your adventure into 
Namibia’s crowning glory, one of the most popular 
national parks in Africa. 

Discover Etosha and all its wonders with us!
Mokuti Etosha Lodge is the lodge closest to Etosha 
National Park, only a four-minute drive from the 
eastern gate, the Von Lindequist Gate near the 
historic Namutoni Fort.

Mokuti is located on its own 4 000 hectare private 
nature reserve, which shares a common border with 
Etosha.

Make the most of the beautiful gardens at Mokuti 
Etosha Lodge. Relax in the shade of the trees or at the 
pool, or visit the Ontouka Reptile Park.

Mokuti Etosha Lodge
A paradise where the earth rises again, fertile and green.

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Contact Number:
+264 64 411 4000

Reservations
+264 64 411 4308 

Email:
strand.res@ol.na

Restaurant:
restaurants.strand@ol.na

Website:
strandhotelswakopmund.com

Physical Address:
Molen Weg, Swakopmund, 
Namibia

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa; AMEX

Available Activities:Strand Hotel Swakopmund is the perfect venue 
for travelers wanting to explore Swakopmund. 
This Namibian icon has become a popular 

destination resort for international, Namibian and 
SADC visitors.

With its extensive, unique and creatively entertaining 
Restaurants, Bars, Deli, Lobby-Lounge, Sea Facing 
Terraces, Beach Kiosk and state of the art Conference 
& Banqueting Centre, all set on the Mole, a historic 
and iconic site surrounded by Ocean on three sides, 
the Strand Hotel Swakopmund is a social epicentre 
and destination in itself for all visitors to and 
residents of Swakopmund.

Every aspect of the Strand Hotel Swakopmund has 
been developed according to international four-star 
standards. It is the benchmark against which all hotels 
and lodges in Namibia are measured.

The Strand Activities & Adventures O�  ce will 
help Guests plan their sojourn in Swakopmund, 
ensuring they experience and enjoy all on o� er in 
Swakopmund, Walvis Bay and along this exciting 
and very unique Southern Atlantic coastline and 
neighbouring Namib Desert.

Strand Hotel Swakopmund
Where the Namib dunes meet the Atlantic Ocean.

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Surrounded by the Hottentots Holland 
Mountains, neighbouring the magnifi cent 
Gary Player designed Erinvale Golf Course, 

and award-winning wine estates Vergelegen, 
Lourensford and Morgenster, a tranquil sanctuary 
from which to embrace nature at its fi nest. Guests 
can enjoy plenty on o� er from exhilarating hikes 
in the Helderberg nature reserve, to a myriad of 
tasting experiences - from award winning wines to 
olive oils, olives, co� ee, craft beer, artisan gins and 
fi ne food.

The property boasts 56 tastefully decorated en-
suite bedrooms, set amidst beautifully landscaped 
gardens. The grand old oak trees tower above the 
original homestead, o� ering refreshing shade 
on the patio on warm summer days. The hotel’s 
elegant Stefan’s restaurant as well as the Magnolia 
Social Dining Lounge and the Oak Terrace & Bistro, 
are fi rm favourites when considering restaurants 
in Somerset West. Lurra Spa o� ers the latest 
comprehensive health and beauty treatments, 
designed to rejuvenate weary bodies and minds, 
ideal for the traveller in need of relaxation.

Erinvale Estate
Erinvale Estate Hotel & Spa invites you to reset all your senses, as you 
relax and unwind in the picturesque Heart of the Helderberg.

Contact Number:
+27 21 847 1160

Email:
 hotel@erinvale.co.za

Website:
www.erinvale.co.za 

Physical Address:
1 Erinvale Avenue, Somerset 
West, 7130, Western Cape 
South Africa

Credit cards:
 Master, Visa, AMEX

Available Activities:

SCAN TO
BOOK NOW
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Sudoku source: www.sudokuoft heday.com

EASY MEDIUM HARD

ACROSS

1. Sues over two cents and fi nishes second- it's a 
victory (7)
7. One is overwhelmed by my wealth (5)
8. Manages to roll credits (7)
9. Student follows, for mother's smart (6)
11. Exams set back before the summer starts (5)
13. Part of classical song too (4)
14. Misinterpreted Vi’s true qualities (7)
15. Employ someone sounding superior (4)
16. Writes signature on placards (5)
17. Pity unfortunate Northern girl pressing keys (6)
21. Moves it back inside for reasons (7)
22. Pay workers annually, giving extra salary initially 
(5)
23. Aims to get star moving around (7)

DOWN

2. School unit is very diff erent (10)
3. Strangely reactive and innovative (8)
4. Location of webpage (4)
5. Design report on duck (4)
6. Hot drink with a bit of milk for group (4)
9. Concentrate from the start, for one century, until 
successful (5)
10. Task: signs meant to be moved (10)
12. Carry boy onto arena (5)
13. Having hopes that painkiller ends aching (8)
18. Proposal in Lapland (4)
19. Have to work dough, we hear (4)
20. Schedule in zero tasks (4)

© dowedo.net/Compiled by navyclues
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Life is unpredictable but 
certain precautions will 
always keep us safe

WEAR A MASKWEAR A MASK

COVER
YOURLIFE

WEAR A MASK
WASH YOUR HANDS

SMS “MY LIFE” to 

52437
and get life cover 
from the comfort 
of your home
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